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Kubota Image Tools Showcases “Artistic Tools” Volume Two 
 

New Photoshop® Actions provide unprecedented creative image enhancements  
for the busy professional photographer 

 
New York, NY, PhotoPlus Expo 2006 – Booth #1357 (November 2, 2006) – Kevin Kubota, Idea Guy of Kubota Image Tools, has 
created another set of image enhancement software Actions for Adobe® Photoshop®. After the highly-acclaimed introduction of 
Artistic Tools Volume One and Production Tools Volume One almost two years ago, the release of a second set of over 50 Actions 
has been very well received in the professional photography community. 
 
“I am known fondly by many as a geek. I love to play with Photoshop and test the limits of what it can do to make my images match 
my creative vision. Being able to share my knowledge, in the form of Actions that can empower other photographers to take their 
images to the next level, is part of my passion,” says Kevin Kubota. 
  
This encore set contains more of the beautiful enhancing, color popping, toning, glowing, and black and white tools that were so 
popular in Volume One. A gallery of before and after sample images may be viewed on the Kubota Image Tools Web site at: 
www.KubotaImageTools.com. The set retails for $99.00 and can be purchased through the Kubota Image Tools Web site. 

This ultimate set of Photoshop Actions features over 50 beautiful imaging tools, including: 

• Sloppy Border Proofing  
• Lord of the Rings  
• Hawaiian Punch  
• Sing the Blues (tones)  
• Digital Fill Flash  
• Smarter Sharp  
• Makeup Artist  
• Smokeless Burn  
• and more...                                                

System Requirements: Mac OS X or Win 98, 2000, NT, ME and XP, Adobe Photoshop® 7.0 or better. Some Actions require 
Photoshop CS2 or newer.  

About Kubota Image Tools 
Kubota Image Tools grew from the digital experience of Kevin Kubota who began pioneering the field of completely digital wedding 
photography in the 1990s. As one of the first photographers to master digital imaging, Kevin became inspired to share his experience 
and natural teaching ability with other photographers by founding the original Digital Photography Bootcamp™ which consistently 
sells out. He has successfully trained thousands of photographers to make the digital transition and continuously empowers existing 
digital photographers with new, effective workflow ideas and outstanding Photoshop® techniques.  
  
Other software products from Kubota Image Tools include: Kubota Artistic Tools Vol. 1, Kubota Productions Tools Vol. 1, 
AutoAlbum™ Vol. 2, and Sloppy Borders Vol.1. Kevin Kubota’s wedding, portrait and commercial photography Web site is 
www.KubotaPhotoDesign.com.  
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Top photographers already love Kubota Image Tools Actions: 
 
"Kevin, you really put some serious time and thought into your Photoshop actions! They are unbelievable! Thanks for making me look 
good and saving me so much time! You're the best!" — Mike Colón, California 
 
“Every single image that we open in Photoshop has one or more of Kevin's actions used on it. 100%  of our images.”— Becker, 
California 
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